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Abstract
The recent nuclear leakage accidents have made evacuation a leading issue in engineering emergency management. Evacuation 
routing is one of key problems for helping people move to safety. In this paper, a bi-objective model is proposed to optimize the 
engineering route assignment, with the possibilities of secondary evacuation in consideration. This model is aimed to minimize 
the maximum travel time and minimize the secondary evacuation expected costs simultaneously. An approximation algorithm 
with polynomial complexity is designed to solve this model. Finally, a numerical example is given to demonstrate the actual 
significance of our model and the validity of this algorithm. 
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1.Introduction
For emergency management, evacuation is an effective means to reduce losses of lives and property from 
potential hazard[1
There are many researches concerning emergency evacuation. This is a complex engineering problem with 
many behavioural and management facets[
]. Evacuation means evacuating threatened populations to safer areas, such as shelters. Since the 
construction standards of shelters are various, shelters’ continue capacities and probabilities of suffering damage are 
different. One thing to be mentioned is that as situations get worse, some people need to be transferred from initial 
shelters to some better ones. So we need to consider the risk of secondary evacuation expected costs when we make 
a decision of the first evacuation routing.
2 ]. In the early days, many researchers pay attention to general 
framework and related methods in study of evacuation. Lewis(1985)[3]ǃSouthworth (1991)[4]ǃFranzese and 
Han(2001)[5]ǃLiu(2006) [6
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important aspects in the region evacuation, including estimates of the number of evacuation residents, estimates of 
the evacuation time, assignments of evacuation routes, evacuation destination choosing and the controlling of 
evacuation traffic. The primary objective of region evacuation is moving people to safer areas timely and safely. An 
efficient route distribution plan can shorten evacuation time considerably. Many researchers have studied evacuation 
routing with different engineering methods, including micro-model, macro-model and meso-model. Micro-models 
can model the individual evacuee's characteristics and the interaction among evacuees which influence their 
movement. Macro-models isn’t concerned about individual behavior in case of emergency. Network flow model[7]
and dynamic traffic assignment[8] are the typical representatives of the macro-model. Meso-model is a combination 
of micro-model and macro-model. Meso-model classifies individuals by some characteristic, and then establishes a 
micro-model. Meso-model is not widely used due to the rapid development of modern computer technology.
For the regional evacuation, a zone to evacuate must be agreed upon[ 9 ], shelters and exits must be 
designed[10], and evacuees must be routed to safety under dynamic hazard and traffic conditioned[11]. The most 
common method to resolve the regional evacuation problem is the macro-model. Common distribution principles 
include: minimum cost dynamic flow, universal maximum flow, maximum dynamic flow, quickest path and 
quickest flow. Stepanov and Smith[12] analyzed egress route assignment algorithms for regional evacuation in large 
transportation networks and established an integer programming model. An embedded M/G/c/c state dependent 
queuing model is used to evaluate the travel time along the road links. Cova and Jojnson[13] present a network flow 
model for identifying optimal lane-based evacuation routing plans in a complex road network. The model can be 
used to generate routing plans that trade total vehicle travel-distance against merging, while preventing traffic 
crossing-conflicts at intersections. Sattayhatewa and Ran [14
2.Problem description
]established a dynamic traffic assignment model to deal 
with nuclear accident evacuation problem. The outcome of this model is that inflow rate and outflow rate in each 
time. The constraint of this model is the standard flow constraint in a network flow problem.
The above papers are concerned about single-stage evacuation, that is, evacuate threatened populations to safer 
areas directly. In fact, however, some people need to be evacuated for a second time to ensure their safety. In this 
paper, taking the secondary evacuation cost into account, the evacuation routing is studied from system engineering 
perspective. This optimal route assignment problem is formulated using an integer programming. An approximation 
algorithm with polynomial complexity is designed to solve this model. Finally, a numerical example is given
There are two kinds of shelters, temporary ones and fixed ones. In case of emergency, people would be 
evacuated to shelters as soon as possible firstly, the time of evacuation is constrained by the traffic capability, the 
number of people, the length of road, traffic speed. As the disaster gets worse or lasts a long time, some temporary 
shelters can’t provide people for basic daily needs. These people need to be evacuated for a second time to some 
fixed shelters. With the possibilities of secondary evacuation in consideration, a bi-objective model is proposed to 
optimize the route assignment. This model is aimed to minimize the maximum travel time and minimize the 
secondary evacuation expected costs simultaneously.
The notation used in the problem formulation is introduced as below:
2.1Indexes 
i : an index for communities is , ^ `IIi ,...,  ;
j : an index for temporary shelters jb , ^ `JJj ,...,  ;
k : an index for fixed shelters kd , ^ `KKk ,...,  ;
s : an index for s th shortest routes from is to jb , ^ `SSs ,...2,1  ;
l : an index for l th shortest routes from is to kd , ^ `LLl ,...2,1  ;
2.2Decision variables
ijsx :  number of residents assigned to the s th shortest route from is to jb ;
ikly :  number of residents assigned to the l th shortest route from is to kd ;
2.3Parameters
ijsl : length of the s th shortest route from is to jb ;
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ijsw : width of the s th shortest route from is to jb ;
ijsv : free velocity of the s th shortest route from is to jb ;'
ikll : length of the l th shortest route from is to kd ;'
iklw : width of the l th shortest route from is to kd ;'
iklv : free velocity of the l th shortest route from is to kd ;
ih :total number of residents from is ;
ju : capacity of the temporary shelter jb ;
kc : capacity of the fixed shelter kd ˗
jp : secondary evacuation probability of the temporary shelter jb ;
jf : secondary evacuation cost of the temporary shelter jb ;
Q: number of the buses in the first stage;
B: capacity of the bus;
2.4Objective
(1) Minimize the maximal travel time; (2) Minimize the expected secondary evacuation cost.
To describe the relationships between speed and density, three kinds of models are established, including linear, 
logarithmic and index. In this paper, an improved linear model is founded. 
The linear model proposed by Greenshields[15
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In Eq. (1), v represents the speed, ȡrepresents the density, fv represents the free velocity, zȡ represents the 
density when a route is blocked. The condition for Eq. (1) is that the density exceeds a threshold. That is because 
when few people are on a route, the speed is fv . The improved model is shown in Eq. (2):
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Given the density, we can get the queue length of evacuees as below:
wȡ
x
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(3)
In Eq. (3), w represents the width of a route. The x represents the number of evacuees in this route. The travel 
time can be described as Eq. (4):
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So the travel time of the ijsx residents assigned to the route ijs is as below:
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In Eq. (5), ijsȡ represents the initial population density in route ijs when the disaster occurs.
The travel time of ikly residents assigned to the route ikl is as below:
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In Eq. (6), 'iklȡ represents the initial bus density in route ikl when the disaster occurs.
3.Mathematical model
The bi-objective evacuation routing model is suggested as below:
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The objective function (7) is to minimize the maximum travel time. The objective function (8) is to minimize 
the expected secondary evacuation cost. Constraint (9) means that the travel time of route ijs is not more than T. 
Constraint (10) means that the travel time of route ikl is not more than T. Constraint (11) ensures that all  the
people in community is are evacuated. Constraint (12) represents the capacity constraint of the temporary 
shelter jb . Constraint (13) represents the capacity constraint of the fixed shelter kd . Constraint (14) represents the 
upper limit of buses. Constraint (15) places bounds on all variables.
4.Solution framework
The proposed approach to solve our model can be summarized as below:
Step1. Given a regional transportation network G (NT, AT), where NT is a finite set of nodes, AT is a finite set 
of edges. 
Step2. Only take the objective function (1) into account. Solve the model with lingo. The objective value t1 is 
obtained.
Step3. Recognize the time 1t as the constraint. Take the objective function (2) into account. Solve the model 
with lingo. If there is a solution, then it is the optimal one. Jump to step5. If there is not a solution, then increase the 
time t1 to O1t , and solve it until there is a solution 1x and objective value is 1c , Ontt  12 , and jump 
step4.
Step4. Recognize the time O)2/1(13  ntt as the constraint and solve it. We can get the objective value 
2c , and the solution is x2. If 12 cc t , then keep the two solutions. If 12 cc  , the solution 2x is kept only. 
Jump to step 5.
Step5. End.
5. A numerical example
In this section, a numerical example is presented to illustrate a potential application of our model. Suppose 
12000 people need to be transferred from three communities to three shelters, two are temporary ones and the other 
is a fixed one. Numbers of evacuees in these three communities are 3000, 4000, 5000. The characteristics of 
temporary shelters are shown in table1. We set the capacity of a fixed shelter to 20000. The characteristics of routes 
are shown in table2. Suppose there are 50 vehicle buses, and each capacity is 80. The minimum density of people
walking in free velocity is set to 0.54 people/ m2 , the minimum density of vehicle travelling in free velocity is set to
0.0057 vehicle/m2, and the density of blocking is set to 0.68 people/ m2 and 0.012 vehicle/m2.
Table 1 sample temporary shelter characteristics
temporary shelter
Capacity
(people)
secondary evacuation probability
secondary evacuation cost
(Yuan/each people)
b1 7000 0.5 5
b2 8000 0.8 8
Table 2 sample road network characteristics
source shelter route
Length
(miles)
Width
(miles) free velocity˄m/s˅
Traffic density when the event 
occurred
s1
b1
1 1000 5 1.2 0.6(people/m2)
2 2000 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
b2
1 3000 5 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
2 3500 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
d1 1 70000 15 20 0.009 (vehicle/m2)
s2 b1 1 3000 5 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
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2 3500 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
b2
1 1000 5 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
2 2000 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
d1 1 70000 15 20 0.009 (vehicle/m2)
s3
b1
1 1200 8 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
2 1500 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
b2
1 900 5 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
2 1600 10 1.2 0.6 (people/m2)
d1 1 50000 15 20 0.009 (vehicle/m2)
With Lingo, the following computed results have been obtained, as shown in table 3. The optimal route-flow 
indicates that after an optimal travel time of 14100.6s, all 12000 evacuees reach the shelters. And the total cost is 
23900yuan.
Table3 distribution of evacuation people and 
vehicles in various routes 
Table4 the solution of not considering the secondary 
evacuation cost
source shelter route IORZ WLPH FRVW source shelter route IORZ WLPH FRVW
V
E
   
V
E
   
              
E
      
E
       
              
G       G      
G        G        
V
E
      
V
E
       
              
E
   
E
   
              
G       G        
G        G        
V
E
   
V
E
   
           
E
      
E
   
              
G      G      
G        G        
2EMHFWLYH
YDOXH       
2EMHFWLYH
YDOXH       
In order to demonstrate the actual significance of our model more clearly, we calculate the route distribution 
plan without the consideration of secondary evacuation cost. The new results are shown in Table 4. The total 
evacuation time is 14001.48 and the total cost is 25784.8yuan.
Compared results in Table 3 with results in Table 4, we find that when the secondary evacuation cost is taken 
into account, the total evacuation time increases 99.08s (0.71%), but we can reduce 1884.8yuan (7.31%).
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6.Conclusions
For the engineering disasters might be unforeseen and situations might vary from time to time, we should allow 
for unexpected difficulties. In this paper, we study the optimal evacuation routing under the consideration of 
secondary evacuation cost from system engineering perspective. An integer programming model is established to
calculate the optimal route assignment. Finally, a numerical example is given to explain the actual significance of 
our model and the validity of this algorithm.
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